We’re in an age where personal technology is being miniaturized, and portability is taking over. It’s an age of smart, convenient, and easy-to-use technology. Our movies and shows are on video streaming platforms. Our music and games are all digital. Our work, too, is increasingly virtual. But are our displays keeping up? They are now. Lenovo Glasses T1 is a portable, wearable smart USB-C monitor meant for your eyes alone – a private screen for watching content, gaming, or working on the go with its extended virtual display.
Plug-n-Play

Lenovo Glasses T1 is a modular, private display compatible with most full-function USB-C devices for use anywhere you are. An optional HDMI to Glasses Adapter connects you with Lightning Connector-equipped Apple devices as well.*

Rich, High-quality Visuals

Experience all your favorite content in vivid colors and incredible visual detailing just like a full-sized monitor with Lenovo Glasses T1. Its high-contrast Micro-OLED screen delivers an exceptional viewing experience.

Comfort for Extended Use

Lenovo Glasses T1 is made for user comfort, from the adjustable nose pads, arms, and lenses, and is prescription compatible. It has TÜV Low Blue Light and Flicker Reduced certifications and unlike traditional VR, these glasses keep you fully connected to your outside world.

Specifications

Display
- Micro OLED

Resolution
- 1920 x 1080 per eye

Framerate
- 60Hz

In-Box Accessories
- 3 x Adjustable Nose Pads
- Carrying Case
- Prescription Lens Frame
- Cleaning Cloth
- Anti-slip Adapters

Optional Accessories (Sold separately)
- Lenovo HDMI to Glasses Adapter*

Device Compatibility
- Android (Requires Full-functional USB-C connectivity)
- iOS with Lightning connector (Requires HDMI to Glasses Adapter; Apple Lightning Digital AV Adapter)¹²³
- Windows (Requires Full-functional USB-C connectivity)

Audio
- High-fidelity built-in speakers

Certifications
- TÜV Low Blue Light
- TÜV Flicker Reduced

*For connection with an Apple Lightning Connector, a Lenovo HDMI to Glasses Adapter and an Apple Lightning Digital AV Adapter are needed, both sold separately.
¹Compatibility tested on selected models. Models untested are not guaranteed for compatibility.
²The Lenovo HDMI to Glasses Adapter is available as an optional accessory for Apple Lightning Connector.
³Content compatibility may vary, depending on DRM policies of service providers.

Availability of this product may vary by region. Please contact your Lenovo Representative.
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